CERN Document Server integrated digital library software is a flexible system to run an electronic preprint server, an online digital library or an Open Access document repository on the web. It is especially suited for the management of large and complex data systems.

**Navigable collection tree**
- Documents organised in collections
- Regular and virtual collection trees
- Customisable portalboxes for each collection

**Powerful search engine**
- Customisable search interfaces
- Combined metadata, fulltext and citation search in one go
- Ranking capabilities - downloads - citations - combined methods
- Indexes designed to provide Google-like search speed for up to 1,500,000 records

**Worldwide installations**

**Flexible metadata**
- Extensible metadata representation (MARC XML)
- Handling any kind of document
- Customisable display and linking rules

**User personalisation**
- User-defined baskets, sharable within user groups and combinable with comments
- User-defined email alerts

Interfaces available in 18 languages:
- Czech, Catalan, English, French, German, Greek, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish...

http://cdsware.cern.ch
cds.support@cern.ch

CERN Invenio is an Open Source project of the CERN Document Server | http://cdsware.cern.ch